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U.S. PATENT NO. 8,243,593 

MECHANISM FOR IDENTIFYING AND PENALIZING MISBEHAVING FLOWS IN A NETWORK  

CLAIM CHART FOR CLAIMS 1, 3-6, 8-12, 14, 16-181  

Practicing Entity:  Defendants Dell Technologies Inc., Dell Inc., and EMC Corporation (collectively, “Dell”) 

 

Representative Accused Instrumentality:2 The Dell EMC SD-WAN Edge 3000 and the Dell EMC SD-WAN Edge 600 Series (Edge 600, 

Edge 610, Edge 620, Edge 640, Edge 680) (collectively, the “Dell ‘593 Products(s)”). 

 

‘593 Patent Claim Infringing Instrumentality 

[1PRE] A machine-

implemented method for 

processing a single flow, the 

flow comprising a plurality of 

packets, and the method 

comprising: 

Dell directly infringes the claim by performing, controlling, and/or directing each and every step of 

the claimed method.  See, e.g., [1a]-[1f].  Specifically, Dell through the operation of the Dell ‘593 

Products performs the method of processing a single flow, the flow comprising a plurality of packets. 

For example, to the extent the preamble is limiting, through operation of the Dell ‘593 Products, 

Dell performs, controls, and/or directs a method of processing a single flow, the flow comprising a 

plurality of packets, the method comprising the steps of [1a]-[1f].  See, e.g., [1a]-[1f]. 

Additionally, and/or in the alternative, Dell indirectly infringes the claim—for example, by actively 

inducing and/or contributing to infringing performance, control, and/or direction of each and every 

step of the claimed method by third parties such as Dell ‘593 Product end users, Dell ‘593 Product 

developers, and Dell ‘593 Product partners.  See, e.g., [1a]-[1f]. 

 

[1a] creating a flow block as 

the first packet of a flow is 

processed by a single router; 

The Dell ‘593 Products create a flow block as a first packet of a flow is processed.  Specifically, the 

Dell ‘593 Products on receiving a data packet process the data packet and if the data packet does not 

match an existing flow, a new flow block is created in the flow table.  A flow block is a flow entry 

that is used to match and process packets.   

 

1 The limitations of this claim are met literally and under the Doctrine of Equivalents.  This infringement analysis is preliminary, and 

Plaintiffs’ infringement investigation is ongoing.  Plaintiffs may provide additional theories under which one or more products 

and/or services infringe this patent. 

2 This list of Infringing Products was created based solely on publicly available information and is not exhaustive.   

EX1051 
Palo Alto Networks v. Sable Networks 

IPR2020-01712
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The flow blocks created by the Dell ‘593 Products contains both “match fields” for matching packets 

and “counters” to track the packets associated with the flow block.   The “match fields” include 

packet headers, the ingress port, and optionally metadata values.  These “match fields” are used to 

process packets and match them against existing flow blocks.  If when a first packet is processed by 

the Dell ‘593 Products and no match is found a new flow block is created. 

 

Dell EMC SD-WAN Solution Overview, DELL DOCUMENTATION at 2 (2019). 
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VMware SD-WAN by VeloCloud Stateful Firewall (78116), VMWARE KNOWLEDGE BASE (March 

16, 2020), available at: https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/78116 

 

 

Further, the Dell ‘593 Products describe that as packets are processed the data is logged.  “Since an 

Edges is now session-aware, there is much more information that can be reported in the firewall 

logs. The logs will contain the following fields: Time, Segment, Edge, Action, Interface, Protocol, 

Source IP, Source Port, Destination IP, Destination Port, Rule, Bytes Received/Sent, Duration.”  

VMware SD-WAN by VeloCloud Stateful Firewall (78116), VMWARE KNOWLEDGE BASE (March 

16, 2020), available at: https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/78116 

The Dell ‘593 Products compile statistics 
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[1b] said flow block being 

configured to store payload-

content-agnostic behavioral 

statistics pertaining to said 

flow, regardless of the presence 

or absence of congestion; 

The Dell ‘593 Products are configured to store payload content agnostic statics pertaining to a flow.  

Specifically, the Dell ‘593 Products contain functionality for “counters” in each flow block.  When 

a packet is processed by the router the “counter(s)” associated with the flow are updated in the flow 

block.  On information and belief, counters that are utilized by the Dell ‘593 Products can include 

“received packets,” “flow duration,” “received bytes,” “transmission rate,” etc.  Further, the Dell 

‘593 Products compile statistics for each flow and based on the monitoring of these statistics can 

take “On Demand Remediation” to penalize misbehaving flows. 

Tony Banuelos and Jaspreet Bhatia, Know, Understand, Execute: Network Monitoring and 

Analytics with SD-WAN, VMWORLD 2019 SESSION NEDG2576BU PRESENTATION AT 16 (2019). 
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The counters that are maintained by the Dell ‘593 Products are payload-content-agnostic behavioral 

statistics.   The specification for the ‘593 patent describes the use of these counters as being 

behavioral statistics as they “provide and up to date reflection of the flows behavior.” 

[B]ehavioral statistics include a total byte count (sum of all of the bytes in all 
of the packets of the flow that have been processed up to the current time), a 
life duration (how long the flow has been in existence since inception), a flow 
rate (derived by dividing the total byte count by the life duration of the flow), 
and an average packet size (derived by dividing the total byte count by the total 
number of packets in the flow that have been processed). These behavioral 
statistics are updated as information packets belonging to the flow are 
processed; thus, they provide an up to date reflection of the flows behavior.  

‘593 patents, col. 2:6-17 (emphasis added). 

 

[1c] said router updating said 

flow block with the payload-

content-agnostic behavioral 

statistics of each packet 

belonging to said flow, as each 

packet belonging to said flow is 

processed by said router, 

regardless of the presence or 

absence of congestion; 

The ‘593 Products perform the step of updating the flow block with the payload content agnostic 

behavior statics of each packet belonging to flow are processed by the router.  Further, the updating 

of the “counters” associated with each flow are updated by the Dell ‘593 products as each packet of 

a flow is processed by the router regardless of network congestion.  For example, the Dell ‘593 

Products on receiving a packet and finding it matches an existing flow will update the “duration 

counter” in the flow block to reflect the total duration that the flow has been in existence.  Similarly, 

the Dell ‘593 Products will also update the total number of packets associated with the flow.  If this 

is the second packet associated with the flow the counter will be incrementally updated from “1” to 

“2.”   
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